OPEN GENERAL MEETING OF WALSALL SUPPORTERS SOCIETY LIMITED AT THE
PRETTY BRICKS PUBLIC HOUSE, WALSALL – THURSDAY 14TH JUNE 2018 – 7:50pm
Present - S.Davies, T.Reece, N.Ravenscroft, B.Thomas, T.Reece, A.Miles, M.Vardy, G.Clark,
D.Anson, B.Adshead, P.Adshead, D.Anslow.
Apologies - M.Evans, K.Paddock.
MEMBERSHIP - Kev is looking to develop new initiatives and will man the table at the 1st
two Saturday home games.
TREASURER - £1595.41 in the Bank as of 30/5. Standing Order set up for paying Supporters
Direct.
POSSIBLE FUNDRAISER - SD suggested a golden goal style lottery, £40 to register with the
Council. Board suggested holding fire to investigate further options.
STATUE - It was agreed this is a good idea and SD to investigate further with the artist. Club
have agreed it could be sited at the ground. Ray Graydon is the favorite but further
investigation required.
FPA - Lost three members recently.
TRUST FC - Still playing but results and number of players is not good.
SHARE HUNT - Ongoing and something we will continue to pursue vigorously. SD to share
the shareholders list for possible links to people.
RUSHALL OLYMPIC - £100 donated as requested £50 from Trust £50 from Alan Miles. This
has gone down very well and messages of thanks from Rushall have been received.
WALSALL FC SIERRA LEONE - £25 donation for Abduls wedding sent as requested. Thanks
from Abdul. Foundation is ongoing and a container is due to leave end of the month. This is
ongoing.
SOCIAL MEDIA- Daz gave an update of the stats for Facebook and Twitter as well as the
website. Daz is on top of GDPR regulations.
WMPISG - SD continues to attend these meetings and will report events as and when.
SADDLERS CLUB - Worryingly quiet we cannot react to anything until info is forthcoming.

WORKING PARTY - Minutes of last meeting not available yet due to holidays. Trevor and
Neil to attend the next one July 2nd.
WFC LEGENDS - Next fixtures 1/7, 29/7,5/8 two played already this summer.
FANS V LEGENDS - to take place again this year date TBC at Rushall Olympic.
POSSIBLE ALZHEIMERS DINNER - SD has asked the club if we can do this. Awaiting
possible dates.
MEMORIAL BRICKS - Have now been ordered and it is hoped to have a service of
dedication with Peter Hart and families of the recipients 2 tickets per family sometime in
August/September.
NEWSLETTER - DAZ to send out soon.
SADDLERS LEARNING CENTRE - SD suggested that we extend our support to Sue Lane at
the Learning Centre for 2018-19 season. It fits all our requirements of club fans and
community. This was agreed.
SUPPORTERS DIRECT AGM - SD asked if anyone was free to attend in London as he is
unavailable due to work .No takers!
CAR PARKING AT SADDLERS CLUB - Question asked about this next season with the clubs
future uncertain.

